Abstract. In the GRAAD project we are developing a knowledgebased system able of determine routes in a simulated urban environment and to generate natural language descriptions which are not distinguishable from those produced by human beings in similar conditions. In this paper, we present a new spatial model whose topology is based on the notion of object's influence areas. An influence area is a portion of space that people mentally build around spatial objects to take into account neighborhood. We use this notion to formally define the properties of neighborhood, orientation and distance in a qualitative way. We also introduce the notion of an object's perception area, an area gathering all the locations from which an object can be perceived. Based on these notions, we describe two modules of the GRAAD System that are able to find routes in a simulated urban environment and to generate route descriptions in natural language which are analog to those created by people.
Introduction
In the GRAAD project 2 we aim at developing a knowledge-based system able of determine routes in a simulated urban environment and to generate natural language descriptions which are not distinguishable from those produced by human beings in similar conditions. Several studies [10] [13] showed that human spatial reasoning is essentially qualitative [17] . This is particularly true of route descriptions as was shown by Gryl [12] in a cognitive study about how French subjects describe routes in a urban environment. She showed that route descriptions created by people are composed of two main components: landmarks which are elements of the considered environment and actions which are the instructions that the pedestrian has to follow. In addition to verbal expressions corresponding to actions proposed to the pedestrian, people use several descriptive expressions based on few fundamental notions expressed in a qualitative way: spatial expressions containing information about neighborhood (such as "You are in front of Building B"), distance (such as "You are not far from the train station") and/or orientation (such as "In front of you is Avenue A") and descriptive information based on perception (such as "On your left hand side you will see the tower T").
However, most existing qualitative spatial models lack a definition of the neighborhood relation. They generally address all or a part of the eight basic topological relations defined by Hernández [13] and by Randell, Cohn and Cui [21] . These models cannot be used to represent neighborhood because their underlying topological approach is only based on connectivity relations. Furthermore, these models cannot be used to represent perceptual information found in route descriptions. Hence, a new approach to spatial modeling is needed.
As several researchers such as Maaß [19] and Raubal et al. [22] , we think that understanding human perception of space and considering the cognitive mechanisms involved in human spatial reasoning provide useful insights to adequately define topological relations. Several cognitive psychologists think that people mentally build a subjective "influence area" around objects that they perceive in their environment, in order to speak about their relative positions, distances and orientations [4] [3] . Starting from this idea, we elaborated a spatial model that makes use of the notion of influence area to qualitatively define the relations of neighborhood, orientation and distance between spatial objects as well as to simulate perceptual knowledge needed for generating route descriptions. This model is presented in Section 2.
Cognitive psychologists have also shown that people use some kind of mental map when they deal with space in various tasks such as navigation, scene descriptions and spatial reasoning [18] [24] [23] . Since we aimed at developing a system that could generate route descriptions similar to those provided by human subjects, we had the idea to develop a software tool to manipulate a spatial conceptual map (SCM) which captures in a simple way the main notions underlying human mental maps. A SCM is an abstraction of a real map representing a portion of the urban environment and is composed of landmark objects and Ways, the notions that underly human route descriptions [12] . The topological properties of a SCM are based on our spatial model which makes use of the notion of object's influence area. We built the GRAAD System which is able to determine routes in a SCM and to generate route descriptions in natural language [14] .
In this paper, we describe the main characteristics of our model of space [15] [16] and show how it can be used to generate route descriptions taking into account perceptual information. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of influence area and present the qualitative definitions of topology, distance and orientation that underly our spatial model. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of perception area and show how it is used in our model. Section 4 describes the fundamental characteristics of two GRAAD's modules used to generate routes and their descriptions in natural language.
Object's Influence Areas and the Spatial Conceptual Map
Influence areas supposedly allow people to contextually reason, to evaluate metric measures, to qualify positions and distances between objects, etc. Hence, influence areas allow people to qualitatively reason about space [4] [3] . The influence area is an abstraction of the way that objects influence people's vision and perception of scenes. It is related to the salience of objects in their environment. As an illustration of how people use influence areas when reasoning about space, let us suppose that you are located at about 500 meters from a 30 stories tower. You will certainly say that you are close to the tower. Now, suppose that you are located at about 500 meters from a bicycle. You will certainly not say that you are close to the bicycle. We can empirically observe that instead of dealing with the same quantitative distance, our reasoning can be influenced by the relative importance of objects and their associated influence areas on the space that surrounds them. In this research, we use the notion of influence area as a basic notion in order to define a qualitative model of space that can be manipulated by a computer. In this section we provide formal definitions of neighborhood, distance and orientation. ) ≠ ∅ This notion of neighborhood can only be used to specify that two objects are close or not. It cannot handle the subtle way that people qualify distances between objects. Hence, we propose to construct multiple influence areas around each object, where each IA would represent a certain degree of proximity, that is to say, a certain qualitative distance to the object. For example, we can define 3 influence areas ( Figure 1c ) that simulate the qualitative distances expressed in natural language using the qualitative expressions very close (vc), close (c) and relatively far (rf). Now, the qualitative definition of distance is formulated as follows: Object O 2 is at a certain degree of proximity dp of Object O 1 IFF (O 2 ∩ IA dp (O 1 )) ≠ φ and (O 2 ∩ IA dp-1 (O 1 )) = φ with dp >= 1 where IA dp (O 1 ) denotes the influence area characterizing the qualitative distance 4 dp to Object O 1 and IA dp (O 1-1 ) denotes the next influence area closer to Object O 1 . We consider that IA 0 (O 1 ) corresponds to the interior part of Object O 1 .
In our model, we adopt Hernández' approach to orientation [13] . We decompose the plan surrounding any spatial object O 1 into a fixed number of orientation areas denoted O 1, OZ with respect to the intrinsic orientation of the object. For example, the front left of an object O 1 would be denoted: O 1, Front-Left . Furthermore, we think that orientation and neighborhood relations are related and should be integrated in a unified definition.
Hence, we propose the following definition that takes into account both orientation and neighborhood relations:
O 2 is at a certain degree of proximity dp of O 1 viewed from its orientation area OZ IFF: (O 2 ∩ IA dp (O 1, OZ )) ≠ ∅ , where IA dp (O 1, OZ ) denotes the intersection of the portion of influence area IA dp (O 1 ) with the orientation area O 1, OZ .
Certain researchers introduced concepts, which are similar to our notion of influence area. For example, Hernández proposed the concept of "acceptance area" which is based on a model of orientation that he proposed. This model of orientation consists in creating several areas of intermediate orientations for each object and to name them according to their degree of proximity or distance with respect to this object. Hernández considers thereafter, that an object X can be "accepted" as close of an object Y in its orientation area OR, if the position of X allows to reach directly (in one transition) orientation area OR of Y. Freksa [6] proposed the model of "conceptual neighborhood" based on Allen's temporal intervals [1] . Freksa's model was also used by Gooday and Cohn [11] who adapted it to their own spatial model (the RCC model). Finally, Gahegan [7] proposed the concept of "attractiveness area" which is conceptually very close to our notion of influence area. Unfortunately, Gahegan only outlined this concept and remarked, furthermore, that its formalization would be complex and require a huge effort for studying and understanding the human perception of space.
Our model goes beyond the previous approaches by providing a formal framework for qualitatively representing neighborhood, distance and orientation using the concept of influence area. We started from a cognitive study of route descriptions produced by people in a urban environment done by Gryl [12] . The main results of this study provided us with a confirmation of the qualitative nature of route descriptions and a categorization of nominal and verbal expressions used by people. Gryl's study [12] led to the determination of two structural components found in route descriptions generated by human subjects: local descriptions and paths. A local description corresponds to a place of the environment where the addressee will have to change her orientation, or a place which is worth presenting because it is noteworthy or difficult to recognize. Paths correspond to parts of the displacement through which the addressee is supposed to move while following the same direction. Paths connect local descriptions. Usually, local descriptions contain references to landmark objects and to their relative spatial positions with respect to other objects or to the addressee. The relative positions of objects are expressed using various kinds of spatial relations such as neighborhood relations, topological relations and orientation relations. In these natural language descriptions two main elements are found [12] : verbal expressions and nominal expressions. Verbal expressions are verbal propositions used to express forward moves (such as "to walk straight ahead"; "to walk as far as x", where x is an object of the environment), orientation changes (such as "to turn to your right") or With respect to the results obtained by Gryl, we define a spatial conceptual map (SCM) as an abstraction of a real map representing a portion of the urban environment. It contains representations of landmark objects and medium objects. Medium objects (we also call them Ways) define areas on which people can move, such as streets and roads. Landmark objects such as buildings and monuments are used to help people to identify noticeable elements of the urban environment along the medium objects defining the route [20] . In addition to landmark and medium objects, a SCM contains also the influence areas of these objects. Figure 2a shows a portion of Laval University's SCM in which we can see landmarks objects (the main buildings) and the ways. In addition, the GRAAD system displays on that screen the closeness influence areas of the Ways and landmark objects (the doted lines surrounding them).
Given a spatial conceptual map S and a Way object Wx, we can define two sets: CLO(Wx, S) which is the set of landmark objects Oj contained in S whose closeness influence areas, denoted CL Oj , have a non empty intersection with Wx:
CLO(Wx, S) = { Oj | (CL Oj ∩ Wx ≠ ∅)}; IWO(Wx, S) which is the set of Way objects Wy contained in S which have a non empty intersection with Wx:
IWO(Wx , S) = { Wy | (Wy ∩ Wx ≠ ∅) }.
Figure 2b: Partition of ways
The first of these two sets logically represents the relation between a given Way and its closest landmarks while the second of them logically represents the relations between a given Way and its intersecting Ways.
Using these two sets and our model definitions of neighborhood, distance and orientation, it is possible to logically partition the portion of Wx contained in S into a set of n x consecutive segments W x[k] for k = 1, n x such that one of the 4 following cases holds:
(c1) W x[k] is marked by at least one landmark object: ). Now, each segment of a Way can be identified and logically defined using cases c1 to c4. Hence, Ways are partitioned into WEAs that can be qualified in terms of the proximity of landmark objects. This property of WEAs is used to qualitatively describe the relevant portions of a route in a route description (See Section 4).
Perception Areas
In order to use perceptual information in route descriptions, we introduce the notion of perception area, an area gathering all locations from which an object can be perceived. In fact, we can associate several perception areas with an object, each characterizing the locations from which a part of the object can be perceived. For instance, the top of a tower can be seen from positions from which the rest of the tower cannot be seen.
If we can estimate the heights, widths and relative positions of the objects contained in a spatial conceptual map, perception areas can be calculated. For this purpose, we calculate the perception area of an object O as a visibility circle in which subareas are carved: the sub-areas correspond to areas where other objects prevent the perception of object O. Figure 3 gives an example of the areas resulting from such calculations. However, this method does not provide accurate results in complex environments. Let us remark that for route descriptions, we are particularly interested in the portions of Ways from which a pedestrian can perceive landmark objects. Hence, a more accurate approach consists in walking along the Ways in the geographical area of interest, identifying the perception areas of the main landmark objects and reporting them on a map. Then, the perception areas of objects viewed from the Ways are manually input in the SCM as perception partitions of the Ways. We added a tool to the GRAAD system in order to draw those perception areas on the SCM (Figure 4 ). Now, we have two partitions of Ways in a SCM: 1) a partition corresponding to landmark objects' influence areas that are used to qualify topological relations ( Figure  2b ) and 2) a partition corresponding to landmark objects' perception areas (Figure 4 ). Those two partitions can be merged in order to get a resulting partition in which each elementary Way segment is characterized by proximity information (thanks to intersections with landmark objects' influence areas) and perceptual information. The GRAAD system is based on our spatial model. It operates in a simulated urban environment in which a character called a "Virtual Pedestrian" (VP) can move. It is able to generate routes and provide natural language descriptions that are cognitively adequate, i.e. similar to those created by human subjects in similar experimental circumstances. Since we have already addressed the issue of wayfinding using our model in another paper [15] , we will just outline here its main characteristics. Our approach for route construction is based on the determination of a path composed of a sequence of Way elementary areas (WEAs) which are parts of the Ways of the SCM and are obtained after merging the Ways' partitions based on closeness influence areas and on perception areas. In order to reason about WEAs and displacements, GRAAD generates a Matrix of Orientation and Adjacency (MOA) which contains relevant information about angle evaluation and displacement directions that are used by the path determination algorithm. The columns and lines of the MOA represent the WEAs of the SCM and each cell of the matrix MOA(i,j) (where i and j respectively correspond to the column WEA i and the line WEA j ) contains information about WEAs' adjacencies and their relative orientations. Each cell of the MOA is also associated with a list of the landmark objects that are close to the corresponding WEA (intersection with the closeness influence area). In addition, each cell of the MOA is associated with a list of all the landmark objects that are visible from that WEA.
In wayfinding applications, people generally use specific criteria to choose the "best candidate" among all possible candidates for their next displacement. Empirical evidence shows that, in order to build a route to reach a target object, one possible strategy used by a person consists in minimizing the angle between her current Figure 4 : Manual determination of perception areas displacement orientation and the estimated orientation of the target object viewed from the person's current position [9] .
We call that angle "the human subject's vision angle to the target object" (or the "vision angle" for short). Using our model, we implemented a way finding strategy based on the minimization of the vision angle. Our wayfinding approach consists in systematically minimizing the difference between the vision angles of the current position and of the next possible position on a path toward the target position. All possible candidate WEAs for the next displacement are evaluated with respect to the minimization of vision angle criteria and the best one is chosen [14] [15] .
When designing the conceptual map, GRAAD asks the user to associate a salience measure with each landmark object that she draws. This salience measure [8] characterizes the object's distinctiveness in the landscape and is used when generating the route description. Hence, objects with a higher salience measure should attract more easily the pedestrian's attention.
In a previous version [14] , the route description algorithm only used information about influence areas. In this section we briefly present a new version of the algorithm that uses perceptual information as well. As an input, the description algorithm takes the route generated by GRAAD's route generation module. The main idea of the Figure 5 : System Interface interface description algorithm consists in detecting direction changes and in describing each route portion between two direction changes. For each direction change, the module generates a sentence describing the direction change with respect to the pedestrian intrinsic reference frame (Ex: "Turn on your left"). The route description between two direction changes may contain three parts: one refers to perceptual information, another part refers to neighborhood information and the last one refers to Ways' crossings where there is no direction change. The perceptual part consists in determining among the list of landmark objects seen from VP's current position (found in the matrix MOA) an "attractor object" that characterizes the general direction to be followed until the next direction change on the route. Typically, this will correspond to sentences such as "You see building X with characteristic Y X . Walk in that direction". Attractor objects are chosen according to their salience and to their relative angular distances to the current displacement direction. GRAAD maintains a list of the attractor objects that have been already mentioned in the route description in order to describe each of them only once when it is appearing in the pedestrian's sight. It is also possible to mention the disappearance of an attractor object. The neighborhood part of the description algorithm uses the information about landmark object's neighborhood (based on the closeness influence area information in the MOA) as it was done in [14] . It typically generates sentences of the type "You walk besides objectX", "You pass between objectX and object Z or "You arrive in front of object X". When the route crosses an intersection between the Way on which VP currently walks and another Way on which there is no change of direction, the description algorithm will do nothing if it is generating a concise description, or it will mention the Way crossing and provide an advice to go on walking in the current direction when it is generating a detailed route description. GRAAD's description generation algorithm can generate different kinds of route descriptions which vary according to the number of details given in each of them. Simple criteria are used to choose which details should be kept (Kettani 1999 ). Figure 5 presents GRAAD's route generation and description interface. In the background there is a conceptual map of Laval University's campus. In the upper right corner there is a dialog window that appears when the user selects the route generation tool in the tool bar at the top of the main window. In the dialog window are displayed the origin and destination locations that the user chooses by clicking on relevant Figure 6 : A complete description of a route landmark objects in the conceptual map. GRAAD generation algorithm generates the route which is displayed on the conceptual map using a succession of colored segments that corresponds to the WEAs composing the route. The virtual pedestrian's position is marked on the route by a succession of red dots. The route description can be generated step by step. In Figure 5 , we see the description window on the lower left hand side of the screen. In the top part of this window the route description algorithm displays the sentences that are relevant to the current position of VP on the conceptual map. If there is a perceptual indication, a picture of the corresponding attractor object appears in the bottom part of the window. These pictures are chosen in a picture base that is indexed by the positions from which landmark objects can be seen. Figure 6 displays the complete text describing the route.
Evaluation and Further Work
Kettani [14] performed an experiment with two groups of 10 persons in order to measure the cognitive adequacy of GRAAD's route descriptions. The persons of the first group were given a map of the campus and asked to describe a route between two buildings. The same route was described by GRAAD. All the descriptions were typed and given to the second group for evaluation. The persons of the second group were not able to distinguish GRAAD's description from descriptions created by the subjects of the first group [16] . The version of GRAAD that was used for this experiment did not use the perceptual information that we recently introduced in the system. We will need to conduct a new set of experiments to test the cognitive adequacy of the new route descriptions which contain perceptual information. The experimental setting will be different. Indeed, in Kettani's experiment subjects were given a campus map and asked to describe the route. They were not naturally inclined to introduce visual information in their descriptions. In order to validate GRAAD's descriptions containing perceptual information, we will ask people to describe the route while walking along it: they will be naturally inclined to give visual information.
